Big Four Might Scrap Plans For Hauling Trieste

The Big Four, who have been considering plans to haul Trieste, have decided to scrap their plans. This decision was made after a meeting of the company's executives. The decision is expected to have a significant impact on the region's economy.

Cabinet Backs Death Of Wage, Price Controls

The Cabinet has backed the death of wage and price controls. This decision was made after a long discussion among the members of the Cabinet. The decision is expected to have a significant impact on the economy.

Two-Weeks-Old Infant

A two-weeks-old infant was taken to the hospital for treatment after being found with a injury on the child's head. The child was later reported to be in a stable condition.

A Winding Sheet Of History

The winding sheet of history was laid out for a beloved person, who passed away recently. The service was held at a local church, and was attended by many friends and family members.

25 Sugar Dealers Are Suspended

Twenty-five sugar dealers have been suspended by the government. This decision was made after a thorough investigation revealed that these dealers were involved in illegal activities.

Rats Attack Hickman Child

A child in Hickman was attacked by rats. The child was taken to the hospital for treatment, and is expected to recover完全ly.

Government, UMW Ready For Soft Coal Showdown Monday

The government and the United Mine Workers (UMW) are ready for a showdown over soft coal Monday. This issue has been a source of tension between the two sides for some time.

To Mark 50th Wedding Day

Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Smith will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on this Saturday. The couple has been married for 50 years and is expected to be honored at a special ceremony.

8 From County On Honor Roll

Eight students from the county were honored on the Honor Roll. The students were commended for their academic achievements.
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Victory For General Marshall

By J. M. Hubbard, Sr., AP Foreign Service

The news wires made clear today in China that the President of the United States is no longer a courtesan, in the words of a Chinese official. Mr. Marshall has gone to the United States, and he will return shortly.

The Chinese government has been informed that Mr. Marshall has arrived in the United States, and will return shortly.
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WANTED: Someone to stay with elderly lady. Call 4801. 24111-3

Kentucky Today

By The Associated Press

Midsummer's day brought relief to the city of Louisville as a steady rain fell, cooling off the hot summer air. The rain also helped to lift the mood of the city's citizens.

Church News

first auditorium in the world to be built in known conformity to acoustical laws. The Boston Symphony Orchestra dedicating a plaque to the designer, the late J. T. Kennedy got the idea when summer trade fell off. He rigged up an outdoor movie and showed free pictures once a week. Crowds came from throughout this blue grass

Lexington, Ky., Nov. 9—(AP)—The 155-year-old Helm place here, for many years the home of the half-sister of Mary Todd Lincoln, wife of Abraham Lincoln, today had been purchased by William H. Townsend, Lexington historian and authority on Lincoln.

Lexington—Kentucky veterans are reminded that the veterans administration regional offices will be moved from Lexington to Louisville next weekend and that all correspondence

Murray—Coroner Max J. Churchill today blamed self-inflicted gunshot wounds for the death yesterday of Louis Wade, 33, at the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Wade. Wade was associated with the state unemployment compensation board and was shot here Monday night.

Monday, Nov. 11th, 7:30 P.M. Earl and Toler Implement Co., next to

Marlon, Ill.; ----- While taking an examination for a driver's license, Eva Mae Stamm Dunning parked her automobile and learned an unscheduled lesson the hard way. She returned to her car—and a police ticket for illegal parking.

Wyandotte, Ky.—(AP)—Free movies ended a business slump at this village's general store.

The story of the controversy: "It would seem that regular applications of substantial amounts of phosphate fertilizer to crops grown in rotation on livestock manures and crop residues are returned, the fertility of the field will constantly be improved and the crop yield, higher.

Of all soil treatments," it is noted in the bulletin reporting the experiments, "phosphate fertilization had greatest effect on crop growth and composition.

"It would seem that regular applications of substantial amounts of phosphate fertilizer to crops grown in rotation on livestock manures and crop residues are returned, the fertility of the field will constantly be improved and the crop yield, higher.'

"It would seem that regular applications of substantial amounts of phosphate fertilizer to crops grown in rotation on livestock manures and crop residues are returned, the fertility of the field will constantly be improved and the crop yield, higher."

Notice

TOBACCO GROWERS

All Murray Loose Leaf Floor Warehouses are now open to receive your TOBACCO, both dark air-cured (One Sticker) and fired dark types for the opening season sales. In fact some of both these types tobacco have already been received, and our greatly increased warehouse space made available this year enables us to handle your tobaccos more orderly and profitably.

Although no official dates have been set for the opening sales at this time it is expected that the air-cured market will open sometime the latter part of this month, while it is hoped that the dark-fired sales will open around the middle of December.

Your tobacco always receives the very best personal attention and care when delivered to the MURRAY market and also always fully protected with insurance. And these warehouses will also be glad to make you a liberal loan on your tobacco when delivered, if desired.

We would say that the outlook for another very fine market during the approaching sales season is exceptionally bright at this time. It will be to your financial advantage to deliver your tobacco to the following loose floor warehouses for better prices and better services:

Farris Loose Leaf Floor
Doran Loose Leaf Floor
Outlands Loose Leaf Floor

MURRAY, KENTUCKY